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● Hi, I’m Matt and I’ll be narrating this story for you.

● My favorite hobbies are overlanding, reading, rowing, and hanging out with friends.

● I have worked in the industry a long time.  Here’s all the places I’ve worked.  Blah blah blah blah blah.

● A girl decides to walk to her Grandma’s house 3.67 miles away.

● She arrives at 12:07p but before that…

● About 0.78 miles into her walk to her Grandma’s, she meets a wolf who:
○ Runs ahead the 4,651 meters remaining to the Grandma’s house
○ The Wolf has an impressive VO2 Max of 57.89.  This puts the wolf in the top 92.5% of of all wolves for fitness.
○ Eats Grandma
○ Dresses in her clothes and gets in her bed

● A hunter hears the commotion, goes inside Grandma’s and kills the wolf with his axe.

● Because of current trends in teenage fashion, the girl is rocking a red hoodie.  She also stops by an Ulta store on the walk 
because of course, she’s a teenage girl.  Teenage girls are a key demographic group for Ulta.

● Insert pie chart about current teen demographic buying trends

● After arriving at Grandma’s the girl, seeing the 6”9 wolf in bed dressed as Grandma, senses something’s up.  She asks 
a few deductive reasoning questions.  About ¾ of the way through her questions, the wolf eats her.

● Insert pie chart about the eating habits of wolves.

● The Hunter, having killed the wolf, saves the girl and her Grandma.  You don’t wanna know how. 

● Grandma had been sick, that’s why the girl had decided to visit her.

● The End.

Let me tell you a tale…



It’s not quite 
the story we 
remember, is 
it?

And if it was…

We probably 

wouldn’t recall it 

at all! 



There’s no narrative structure.

Numbers are boring.

The supporting visuals are weak.

Lack of emotion.

The problem with most



The formula for kick ass presentations 
and data storytelling.

USE A NARRATIVE 
STRUCTURE

MAKING 
NUMBERS COUNT STRONG VISUALS

HAPPY, ENGAGED 
AUDIENCE THAT WILL 

REMEMBER YOU!

…AND A DASH OF EMOTION THROUGHOUT!



• Setup: The reality; where we are today...a situation 
defined by Key Business Objectives.

• Conflict: The change to the current reality that is 
needed or desired.

• Resolution: The new reality the change creates.

Setup, Conflict and Resolution: 
The building blocks of every story you’ve ever known…

• Setup: The reality; where we are today...a situation 
defined by Key Business Objectives.

• Conflict: The change to the current reality that is 
needed or desired.

• Resolution: The new reality the change creates.



Let’s try that opening story again…

LRRH decides to visit her 
grandma

On her walk, she runs 
into the wolf

The wolf runs 
ahead & eats 

grandma

The wolf dresses up 
as grandma, waits for 

LRRH’s arrival

Sensing something is 
off about grandma, 

LRRH asks 3 questions

The wolf eats 
LRRH!

A hunter 
discovers the 

wolf

The hunter kills 
the wolf

LRRH & grandma 
are saved

Setup Conflict Resolution



Here’s a simple business example…



Introducing the SCQA Framework:

Situation: How things are right now
Complication: A needed or desired change 
in the situation 
Question: What gets raised by the 
complication
Answer: The resolution

Setup

Conflict

Resolution

So how do we use this narrative structure 
in our presentations?



Build presentations like an 

Conclusion

Key Arguments

Supporting Details

The Pyramid Principle: a style of 
communication that starts with 
the conclusion, then proceeds 
logically through each supporting 
argument. 
• Each idea provides a summary of all the 

ideas below it
• Relies on “inductive reasoning” to form the 

conclusion
• Can be used to structure our presentations 

and slides! 



How to prove a point with inductive reasoning:

You really like the Dallas Cowboys

You watch the Cowboys on TV 
every Sunday.

You wear Dallas Cowboys shirts 
all the time.

You have a Dallas Cowboys 
license plate.

Inductive reasoning uses specific observations/key points to form a general 
conclusion.  In our example…the 3 key details below combine to support the 
conclusion at the top.



How to prove a point with deductive reasoning:

You like the Cowboys.

People who like the Cowboys 
watch their games on TV.

People who like the Cowboys 
wear a lot of Cowboys gear.

Deductive reasoning uses specific observations/key points that connect to one 
another in order to reach a conclusion. (If this, this, and this…then that.)

You wear a lot of Dallas Cowboys 
gear and watch their games.



Where should we increase marketing 
spend next year?

We should spend more money in 
the Seattle market utilizing OTT 

media!  

OTT is the most effective media 
channel to reach the Seattle 
audience

Seattle visitors have above 
average value and have not 
been targeted in the past.

Seattle visitors stay 25% longer 
and spend 20% more than the 
average visitor.

We only spent 5% of marketing 
budget there last year.

OTT platforms have seen a 25% 
growth in Seattle views YoY

Madden OTT campaigns are 3X 
more effective at driving traffic 
than other media types.  



Build your stories just like a movie director.
How to Storyboard like a pro!

The Pyramid Principle we just learned about?

We’re gonna use
 it 

again!



You’ll start with your pyramid…

Conclusion / Recommendation

Key Argument #2Key Argument #1

Supporting details Supporting details Supporting details Supporting details



…and rearrange in logical order, beginning 
with the conclusion:

Conclusion / Recommendation

Key Argument #2

Key Argument #1

Supporting details

Supporting details

Supporting details

Supporting details



“Bottom up” is the 1st method of storyboarding.

Method 1:  
Start with writing down everything you know to be true, then organizing those statements into a set of key arguments, 
followed by supporting details.  The key arguments form the conclusion or overall recommendation of your 
presentation.  This approach works well when you already have a lot of information on hand.

???

Key Argument #2Key Argument #1

Supporting details Supporting details Supporting details Supporting details



Method 2: Go top down.  Start with the conclusion or overall recommendation.  then fill out the details.  You'll need to ask 
the question "what needs to be true for me to make this conclusion?".  You'll need to prove or disprove these 
assumptions later on in the supporting details.  This approach works well to keep your structure in place.

Conclusion / Recommendation

??????

“Top Down” can also be a suitable way to go.



Using Storyboards as a Project Management Tool

Conclusion

Key Argument #2

Key Argument #1

Supporting details

Supporting details

Supporting details

Key Argument #3

Key Argument #4

Supporting details



Let’s create your storyboard.

We should spend more money in 
the Seattle market utilizing OTT 

media!  

OTT is the most effective media 
channel to reach the Seattle 
audience

Seattle visitors have above 
average value and have not 
been targeted in the past.

Seattle visitors stay 25% longer 
and spend 20% more than the 
average visitor.

We only spent 5% of marketing 
budget there last year.

OTT platforms have seen a 25% 
growth in Seattle views YoY

Madden OTT campaigns are 3X 
more effective at driving traffic 
than other media types.  

To create the storyboard, turn each of the boxes into its own slide.  Start with the conclusion, then each of 
the key arguments and its supporting details.  It's ok if one of the boxes represents multiple slides---or if a 
slide captures multiple boxes.  Each of the pieces of the storyboard need to fit together to tell an 
overarching message.



What about an intro slide?!

We should spend more money in 
the Seattle market utilizing OTT 

media!  

Introduction

• Situation: Visit Smithville has made 
additional marketing budget available.

• Complication: The client would like to 
target an opportunity market and test a 
new marketing tactic.

• Question:  Which market should Madden 
target and what media channel should we 
utilize?

Remember the SCQ part of SCQA?  The introduction slide is the setup to your story; you’ll want to cover this 
before your recommendation/conclusion slide.  



Does this movie have an after credits?!

Introduction

• Situation

• Complication

• Question

Executive Summary

We should spend more money in the Seattle market utilizing OTT 
media.

• Seattle visitors have above average value and have not been 
targeted in the past.

• Seattle visitors stay 25% longer and spend 20% more than the average 
visitor.

• We only spent 5% of marketing budget there last year.
• OTT is the most effective media channel to reach the Seattle 

audience
• OTT platforms have seen a 25% growth in Seattle views YoY
• Madden OTT campaigns are 3X more effective at driving traffic than 

other media types.  

Don’t Forget to HIDE it!

The Executive Summary isn’t 

meant to be a part of the 

presentation---just for reference 

afterward!



A few last words on storyboarding…

• Storyboarding provides the basic outline for your presentation and should be developed 
before building slides!

• Use the Pyramid Principle to structure your slides so the audience can easily grasp the main 
idea + key points + supporting details in logical order.

• Consider how you want to structure your argument or conclusion, then give each of those 
main points its own slide.  

• If you have all the supporting details, but not a conclusion…use Method 1 (“bottom up”) when 
building your storyboard.  If you have a conclusion/recommendation but have not rounded 
up the supporting details…use Method 2 (”top down”) and seek out the key arguments and 
subsequent supporting details!



Slide to left, now sliiiiide to the right
Let’s elevate your slide building game!

Yep, more pyramids!



Slide building follows the Pyramid Principle.

Slides, like the overall presentation structure, should utilize the Pyramid Principle to 
help the audience understand our main point as simply and easily as possible.

• The Main Message goes in the Title.  This should be a full sentence.

• Key Argument(s) go in the subtitles or summarizing statements.

• Supporting Details go below those subtitles...these can be charts, bullet points or 
some other kind of visualization.



Conclusion

Key Arguments

Supporting Details

Illustrating the pyramid in slide structure:



Organize the key point(s) and supporting details 
of your slide using the Pyramid Principle.



Let’s lay out the slide!



Guide your audience top, down, left to right. 

Main Conclusion (or title)

Key Argument #1 Key Argument #2

• Supporting details

• Supporting details

• Supporting details



Recapping slide structure 101

• Make sure the overall message is reflected in the slide title.
• Use full, descriptive sentences when you can for the main title.
• Guide the reader's attention to what's important by grouping and 

summarizing the data (top – down, left to right).
• Remove anything on the slide that doesn't reflect the main 

message.



Numbers are boring.
Let’s make numbers great again.

OK O
K O

K

Bad Joke

Bad B
ad Joke

Bad M
at

t, B
ad.



Nobody really understands numbers.

The human brain is wired to 
recognize 1-5, but after that we 
tend to process numbers as ‘lots’.

Big or complex numbers 
psychologically numb us.  

The more we can translate 
numbers into human terms or 
easily grasped comparisons…the 
better!



Which is a better way to describe the size of 
Texas?

Texas is really,really dang big.

Just Numbers Another Way…

• Texas has an area of 268,597 
square miles.

• It’s 824 miles from El Paso to 
Beaumont driving along I-10.

• Texas is 104,091 square miles 
bigger than California.

• King Ranch is the largest ranch 
in Texas at 1,289 square miles.

• Texas is the size of 4 
Wisconsins.

• El Paso is closer to the Pacific 
Ocean than it is Beaumont, TX. 

• All of California could fit in 
Texas nearly 2 times over. 

• The King Ranch is bigger than 
Rhode Island. 



Rule 1: Simple is better; round with 

enthusiasm

Rule 2: Be concrete; use whole 

numbers to describe whole objects vs. 

decimals, fractions, or percentages.

Rule 3: Follow the rules but defer to 

local expertise.

A few rules to make your 

Sticky!

19 and 20 got into a 
fight.

               21.



Rule 1: Simple is better

• Round with enthusiasm: 1,505,047 < 1.5 Million

• Change the unit of measurement: 36,960 feet < 7 miles (the depth of the 
Marianas Trench)

• Break it down into digestible comparisons: 30 million impressions are 
enough to cover every person in Los Angeles 7 times, with enough left 
over to serve every person an ad in San Francisco twice.

• Consider the ‘Village of 100’ method instead of percentages…75% 
becomes 80 out of 100 (or even 8 out of 10). 



Rule 2: Make your numbers concrete. Give 
them a relatable scale. 

There were enough unique visits 
to our website last year to fill 
AT&T Stadium in Texas (capacity 
100,000)…

12 times! 

Th
at

’s 
1.2

 M
ILLIO

N 

people!



Rule 3: Defer to the expertise or expectations of 
your audience.

• A batting average of .300 means a lot to an audience 
knowledgeable about baseball.  No need to simplify here.

• Refrain from rounding numbers that are expected to very specific 
(like average daily rate or CPM)



Here are few extra tips and tricks about 
communicating numbers.

• Make your numbers ‘friendly’.  Don’t make your audience do math; avoid decimals, fractions, and 
even percentages when you can.

• Whole numbers are best; but try to keep them as small as you can.  We grasp 1-5 without issue, up 
to about 10.  After that, the human brain struggles to comprehend and starts to ‘numb out’.  1 rotten of 
your carton of dozen (about 8%) is easier to picture than 800 eggs out of 10,000.

• Avoid complex ‘textured’ numbers (267.9 miles); the human brain has a hard time grasping the big 
picture with these.  Simplified, properly rounded numbers are more easily processed and accepted 
by an audience.  

• Use the ‘Counting in Baskets’ method to make numbers less than 1 easier to understand: 0.2% > 2 out 
of a 1,000.  Use the ‘Village of 100’ method to give numbers more impact: 80% > 80 out of 100 (or 8 
out of 10)

• Convert abstract numbers into concrete objects into something more relatable.  You can’t visualize 
a quarter of mile all that easily…until you realize that’s the approximate height of the Empire State 
Building.



Bring it home with strong 
visuals.

Ever
yone l

oves
 a good 

bar cha
rt, 

amIRight
?!



Good visuals can take your data story to another level.

→ Activates the emotional side of the brain, making your 
story more memorable

→ Guides interpretation
→ Offers context



But bad visuals can be confusing.

→ Hard to read or interpret  
→ Unrelated or unnecessary content
→ Clutter



When adding a data visualization to a deck, ask yourself 
“What am I trying to explain with this chart?” and “Is it 
obvious within the first 3 seconds of looking at it?”



Good news! Making effective visuals for your data 
story is easy as pie (charts)

The first, and probably the most important step to supportive visuals is 
choosing the right chart type.

but be aware of pie charts, more 
on that later



Finding the right chart type for your data story

Time Series Categorical Relative 
Comparison

Volume 
Comparison % of Total Trends

Line ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Bar ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Pie ✔ ✔ ✔

Other



Line charts are good for

₋ Graphing by day, week, 
month year.

₋ Year over year comparisons
₋ trends/patterns
₋ forecasting

Line or time series chart



Bar charts are good for

₋ Most data types!
₋ Horizontals are best choice for 

categorical data, and long labels

the best!

Bar charts



Be cautious with pie charts:

₋ Harder to gauge comparisons
₋ Needs adequate labels, which can 

add clutter
₋ Relative to 100% of total

When to use:
₋ When comparison is obvious, no 

more than 4-5 slices
₋ When all slices account for total 

dataset

Pie charts



86%
of visitors stay 

overnight in market

Good For:

₋ Small data sets
₋ Percentages
₋ Highlighting  
important values

Good For:

₋ Geographic data

Good For:

₋ Goal performance
₋ Percentages

62%

62%

86%
of visitors stay 

overnight in market

Scorecards Maps Gauges

Honorable mentions



Call out boxes Look at this!



Colors



Headlines Occupancy rate is in recovery after a long 
downward trend.



More tips for creating your data visualization

→ Include whitespace, less is more

→ Design, not decoration

→ Stay consistent



A few changes can make a big 
difference.



Destination, USA Hotel Occupancy

● Decrease by 18% in full service hotel 
Occupancy Rate, month over month.

● Lower than the average occupancy rate 
for all property types by 10%



Visitation to Stay Hotel & Destination, USA Sports Complex

20% of Stay Hotel Visitors also went to 
Destination, USA Sports Complex during 
these events:

● 4th of July Soccer Tournament
July 4, 2022

● U.S. Youth Tennis Championship
July 7, 2022

● Adult Softball Tournament
July 14-15, 2022

● Pro-Pickleball Semi-Finals
July 23-24, 2022



Destination A Contracted rooms by Hotel Type

By contracting with full service 
hotels, you can offer attendees: 

● the opportunity to stay at 
hotels with the amenities they 
prefer

● an incentive (group rate) to 
stay in market, closer to the 
Sports Complex



Since Stay Hotel opened, there has been a decrease in occupancy at full service 
hotels in Destination, USA.

↓18%
Decrease in full service 
hotel occupancy rate 
month over month.

Source: Smith Travel Research, Inc.

Hotel Opened July, 2022

↓10%
Lower than average 
occupancy rate for all 
property types.



On days when Stay Hotel had high visitation, we also saw increases in visitor 
volume at Destination, USA Sports Complex.

→ 4th of July Soccer Tournament

→ U.S. Youth Tennis Championship

→ Adult Softball Tournament

→ Pro-Pickleball Semi-Finals

Source: Near, Inc; CRM

20% of Stay Hotel visitors also went to 
Destination USA Sports Complex during 
these events:



Consider including more full service hotels in room blocks for larger scale sporting 
events to prevent attendees from seeking outside accommodation options.

Source: CRM

By contracting with full service 
hotels, you can offer attendees: 

→ the opportunity to stay at hotels with 
the amenities they prefer

→ an incentive (group rate) to stay in 
market, closer to the Sports Complex

Full Service

Only 9% of contracted rooms 
are at Full Service Hotels



Data slides are not really about the data. They are 
about the meaning of the data.

Nancy Duarte



A few things to remember for the road!
• Use the ‘SCQA’ narrative structure when planning a presentation.  Define the situation, complication, 

question and answer that your presentation seeks to communicate.
• The Pyramid Principle is the ideal method for building both your presentation AND individual slides; 

start with your conclusion then proceed logically down through all of your key arguments  and 
supporting details.

• Storyboarding can help you arrange your presentation, build a conclusion and project manage your 
team.

• Guide your audience on a slide from the top down then left to right.  Use full sentences whenever 
possible to explain what the slide is about.  

• Remember the 3 rules for communicating numbers: 1. Simpler is better, 2. Make numbers concrete, 
3. Defer to the expertise of your audience.

• Be intentional with your visuals: Use your visuals as a tool to guide your audience’s interpretation & 
don’t let your charts distract from your story



  Go forth and conquer.
Questions?
mclement@maddenmedia.com
kYordi@maddenmedia.com 

You Made It!

mailto:mclement@maddenmedia.com
mailto:kYordi@maddenmedia.com

